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Population Genetics

Distinguishing Among Sources of 
Phenotypic Variation in Populations

• Discrete vs. continuous

• Genotype or environment (nature vs. nurture)

Phenotypic variation - Discrete vs. Continuous
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Polygenic Control can create Continuous Variation

Phenotypic Variation - Discrete vs. Continuous

Quantitative or Continuous or Metric Variation, very often Polygenic

Phenotypic variation - genotype or environment?
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Phenotypic variation - genotype or environment?

Mechanisms of Evolutionary Change –
“Microevolutionary Processes”

• Mutation: Ultimate natural resource of evolution, occurs at the 
molecular level in DNA.

• Natural Selection: A difference, on average, between the survival 
or fecundity of individuals with certain arrays of phenotypes as
compared to individuals with alternative phenotypes.

• Migration: The movement of alleles from one population to 
another, typically by the movement of individuals or via long-range 
dispersal of gametes.

• Genetic Drift: Change in the frequencies of alleles in a population 
resulting from chance variation in the survival and/or reproductive 
success of individuals; results in nonadaptive evolution (e.g., 
bottlenecks).

These combined forces affect changes at the level of 
individuals, populations, and species.

What is Population Genetics?

• The study of alleles becoming more or less common 
over time.

• Applied Meiosis: Application of Mendel’s Law of 
segregation of alleles.

• Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Principle: Acts as a null 
hypothesis for tracking allele and genotype frequencies 
in a population in the absence of evolutionary forces.
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Meiosis (I) accounts for
Segregation of Alleles

Meiosis: Reduction & Division

Expected Genotype Frequencies in the 
Absence of Evolution are Determined by the 

Hardy-Weinberg Equation.
Assumptions:

1) No mutation

2) Random mating (panmictic)

3) Infinite population size

4) No migration or gene flow

5) No selection (= survival & reproduction)

After one generation during
which the Hardy-Weinberg
assumptions are met, the
population will achieve the
Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium frequencies:

p2 + 2pq + q2 = 1
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Hz most common if allele freqs are b/t 1/3 and 2/3

Non-Random Mating

• Also known as Sexual Selection.

• Only causes changes in genotype 
frequencies, NOT allele frequencies.

• Therefore not a true cause of 
evolutionary change by itself.

Non-Random Mating

• Assortative mating
• Usually positive with likelihood of 
mating with similar phenotype.

• Inbreeding
• Special case of assortative mating.
• The closer the kinship, the more 
alleles shared and the greater the 
degree of inbreeding.
• Inbreeding increases homozygotes, 
while decreasing heterozygotes.
• Can expose deleterious recessives 
to selection.
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• Fits H.W., but adds twist that gene pool is 
not thoroughly mixed b/t generations.

Non-Random Mating: Inbreeding

The consequences of inbreeding are similar to positive 
assortative mating…

…but act across the entire genome.

Genotype frequencies in a the wild oat.

Inbreeding Depression in Humans.

Inbreeding can alter the gene pool because it predisposes homozygosity. 
Potentially harmful recessive alleles - invisible in the parents - become 

exposed to the forces of natural selection in the children. 
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Random Genetic Drift

• Populations of finite size where 
random variation in survival and 
reproduction yields can cause 
evolutionary change.

• A nonadaptive mechanism!

• Greater potent in small populations.
• Founder Effect
• Population Bottleneck

Descent of gene copies
or bacteria or lucky mother.

Random Genetic Drift

• Extinction is forever in genes & alleles, as 
well as with the organisms.

• Leads to the Neutral Theory of Evolution

The strength of genetic drift is greater in smaller populations.

The probability that a given allele will become fixed is always 
equal to the frequency of that allele.
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Random genetic drift in 107 experimental populations (Hz) of D. melanogaster

Each pop = 16 Hz for eye color

First fixed pops

Founder Effect in Drosophila subobscura

20 inversions

80 inversions

Population bottlenecks reduce variation and enhance genetic drift
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Effects of a bottleneck in population size on 
genetic variation, as measured by heterozygosity.

No = Founders
r = rate of increase

Population Size (N) vs. Effective Population Size (Ne)

Factors that cause Ne to be less than N

• Overlap of generations
• Variation among individuals in reproductive success
• Fluctuations in population size
• Unequal sex ratio

Unequal sex ratio: Pink Salmon
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Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution

• Kimura's Model – Drift dominates molecular 
evolution and is neutral with respect to fitness. 
Natural Selection is therefore unimportant regarding 
molecular evolution. The fallout of this model:

Positive Selection is excluded!
The size of the population has no role!
Evolution is a fxn of mutation, chance fixation, 
and negative selection.
Pseudogenes become yardstick used to estimate 
the rate of evolution.
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Ultimately, the # of mutations generated is a fxn of pop size, but the chance 
that a mutation gets fixed is inversely proportional to the pop size due to drift, 

therefore pop size gets cancelled out!

A small pop fixes mutations quickly through drift, but produces new mutations 
slowly. A large produces many mutations, but few get fixed.

Neutral Theory of Molecular Evolution
• Ultimately, the # of mutations generated is a fxn of pop size, but 
the chance that a mutation gets fixed is inversely proportional to 
the pop size due to drift, therefore pop size gets cancelled out!

• A small pop fixes mutations quickly through drift, but produces
new mutations slowly. A large produces many mutations, but few 
get fixed.

• The main concept to get around is that we tend to think of the 
effects of drift on a relatively short time scale, which emphasizes 
the decrease in genetic variation with a decreasing pop size (e.g., 
founder effect). However, evolutionary divergence also has to 
take into account the generation of genetic variation by mutation 
not just its fixation!

Clines in the frequency of the AdhF allele at 
alcohol dehydrogenase locus of D. melanogaster
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Fast or Slow

Adh Polymorphism

NT predicts that the ratio of rates of replacement vs. silent 
should be constant. Greater replacement/silent ratio among 

spp. than w/in sp!
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Take Home Message from Table 10.3, etc.

• Mutation rates vary within AND among genes.

• Silent substitutions almost always outnumber replacements.
Therefore drift dominates over negative selection.

• Pseudogenes are under no selective pressure: ~Measure of mutation.

• Histones and ribosomal RNAs are under strong selective pressure.

• Effects of Natural Selection
Positive Selection for advantageous mutations (Rare?)
Negative Selection for deleterious mutations (Less Rare?)
No Selection for silent mutations or Genetic Drift (Common?)

Positive Selection Affecting Silent 
Mutation Rates on Single-Copy Genes

• Codon Bias – codon usage is not random!
Strongest in highly expressed genes like 
ribosomal proteins.
Translation efficiency – speed vs. accuracy.
Exposure of silent mutations to natural 
selection.

Codon bias correlates with the relative
frequencies of tRNA types
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Effects of Migration

• Generally considered a one-way proposition.

• Overall acts to prevent species divergence in 
populations.

• Example, Lake Erie water snake color patterns.

Island Model of Migration

Where qi and qm are the initial allele frequencies on 
the island and mainland, respectively.

Category A snakes are unbanded, category D are strongly 
banded, categories B & C are intermediate. Snakes on the 
Ontario and Peninsular (Ohio) mainland are mostly banded. 
Snakes on Middle & Pelee Islands, which are furthest from 
the mainland, are predominantly unbanded.

Banded snakes are non-cryptic on limestone islands and get
eaten by gulls.

Recurrent migration can maintain a disadvantageous trait 
at high frequency in spite of natural selection.

Island distribution of Lake Erie 
water snakes (Natrix sipedon). 
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Greater Prairie-Chicken: Conservation Genetics

Greater Prairie-Chicken: Historic & Present Range

Habitat reduction:
Islands of prairie in a sea of farmland.

Sanctuary Established Artificial Migration
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Prairie-Chicken Model:
Drift
Nonrandom mating
Migration


